legos

BY CHARLES

•CHAPTER ONE.

I made two people wrestling. One of the people has
the advantage and the other person has the
disadvantage. The person with arms has the
advantage and the person without arms has the
disadvantage. It is very hard to wrestle without arms
because to wrestle you grab on to the opponent and
try to tackle them. The person to tackle the

• Section 1 •

opponent first
wins. I made it
by starting with
the blue lego
mat on the
bottom. Then I
made benches
with red legos
by covering two
sections. After
that I put red
legos In the
second section
and put people
on.

wrestling
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• CHAPTER 2 •

BRIDGE

This is a bridge called fishing place located in north
carolina. It is 30 miles long and wide. It will take 3
hours to walk across it or if your in a car it will only
take 1 hour and a half. It has been around 9 lego
years. But one lego year is only a minute.
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THE POOL

I made this pool out of a kind of brick that is white.
This pool is 30 lego years old. There is bricks that
keep the water out, a water slide, a diving board and
a life guard.
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THE LEGLESS MAZE

Here is the maze! It is very complicated to get
through. This maze is 1,000 lego years old. After
you go in you go 3 lego miles to the right Then you
go forward 4 and a half lego miles. Next you go left
10 lego miles. After that you go 7 lego miles forward,
left and forward again. Finally you go right 13 lego
miles.
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PHONE THINGY

This is something that you put on your ear so you
hear people and goes to your mouth so you can talk
to them. It is kind of like a phone because you can
talk to people at other places. It is 2 lego pounds, 7
lego years old, 4 lego feet long and 6 lego feet wide.

